STEAM™ Exclusive ‘Star Fleet Armada: Rogue Adventures’
Challenges You To Explore The Galaxy Using A Fleet Of Ships
The Elusive Rainbow Planet Is Out There, Somewhere!
San Francisco, CA, June 21st 2017: Indie developer Blue Blaze Gaming is proud to
announce the official release of their STEAM™ exclusive Star Fleet Armada: Rogue
Adventures (SFARA), a comprehensive space- and planetary- exploration game with
rogue elements and plenty of strategy.
Game Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=763kpEr0oOA
SFARA challenges you to captain a small fleet of customized ships as you explore alienand otherwise unknown star-systems. Meet new races on your journey and discover
and investigate anomalies, asteroid fields, nebulas, suns, comets and much more. The
elusive Rainbow planet is teeming with mass amounts of resources and with time, skills
and a little bit of luck, it might be within your grasp.
SFARA is easy to learn yet hard to master. Begin your adventure by passing through a
small sector of the galaxy to hunt down the enemy race, but look out for space pirates
and pirate outpost. Worm holes become star lanes that let you travel greater distances
once you have explored them using research probes. Most encounters turn into mini
arcade game adding a new level of depth to the game.
SFARA lends inspiration from classics such as Star Control 2® and Faster Than Light®.
Rich on content and features, it combines a plethora of proven genres. Help damaged or
distressed ships, gather resources, orbit planets and explore them using your planet
lander. Find metal, gas and fuel resources as well as animal life forms. Discover shuttle
craft crash sites, ancient ruins and military burial grounds with rare items to discover.

Trade with other races for race credits and purchase and upgrade your ships when
needed.
SFARA comes with achievements that makes you earn special Achievement Based
Artifacts that you can use when you start your next game. These are priceless artifacts
not normally discovered during gameplay, and the games website even boasts a 100+
page manual documenting every aspect of the game!
Starfleet Armada: Rogue Adventures on STEAM™
http://store.steampowered.com/app/459610/Star_Fleet_Armada_Rogue_Adventures/
Journalists interested in further information, additional assets or a STEAM™ key for
review are welcome to contact GAME PROMOTER™ by sending an email to
press@gamepromoter.biz. Members of the press are encouraged to visit the following
Hotlinks for recent news and updates.
Game Website

www.starfleetarmada.com

Developer Website

www.blueblazegaming.com

Facebook

www.facebook.com/StarFleetArmada

YouTube Channel

www.youtube.com/channel/UCPSqVSIUNkweNcJvnTf9pgg

